
School Improvement Plan 
 for Student Achievement 2017-18  

School: South Grenville District High School Principal: 
Guy Lamarche 

  Vice-Principal(s): 
Ian Morris 
Heidi Linnen- MacDonald 

Goal: If we implement a literacy plan focused on reading for information, inference and making connections, our OSSLT success rate for the 2017-2018 school year will improve to 75%. 
  
School Effectiveness Framework Indicators:  
 
4.1 A culture of high expectations supports the belief that all students can learn, progress and achieve. 
4.2 A clear emphasis on high levels of achievement in literacy and numeracy is evident throughout the school. 
 

PLAN ACT ASSESS REFLECT 
PLAN: Needs Assessment 

Where are we now? 
ACT: Evidenced-Based Strategies/Action 

What are we going to do? 
ASSESS: Monitor/Gather Data 

How are we doing? What evidence do you have? 
REFLECT: Analyze/Reflect 

How did we do? Where to next?  

3rd CYCLE OF INQUIRY 
Starting June 29, 2017 

Complete this section with data that is driving your 
decision-making to establish your goal listed above and 
your If/Then statements in each Cycle of Inquiry 
 
In 2016-2017, 66% of first-time eligible students were 
successful on the OSSLT.  

 
If/Then Statement: Posted by September 29, 2017 
 
If we review the learning from the Gap Closing sessions with 
current teachers and implement comprehensive reading 
strategies, in Grade 10 English classes, then comprehension 
will improve. 

 

ACTIONS:  1st Learning Team Meeting 
 

- Consolidate learning from gap closing sessions 
- Discuss profiles of three focus students 
- Analyze data surrounding reading levels of 

students and determine needs  
- Look to previous years’ EQAO data to guide this 

year’s direction 
 

 
ACTIONS:  2nd Learning Team Meeting 

- Have students read or listen to a simple text and 
respond to questions that will gage their ability 
to create inferences. 

- Differentiation between academic, applied, and 
essentials courses 

- Model think aloud 
- Model read aloud 
- Pre and Post tasks to determine value of 

instructional moves 
 
 
 
 

ASSESS:  1st Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 
 
After reviewing EQAO data for this cohort, reflecting on 
areas of need from last year’s OSSLT results, and looking at 
a practice test conducted in grade 9, reading for meaning 
and extracting implicit meanings from texts are areas of 
need. We also established a deeper meaning of the SIPSA 
process. 

 
ASSESS:  2nd Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 

- Students still have difficulty responding to questions 
that challenge their comprehension beyond the 
text; 

- Students can access, and enjoyed, short, concise 
texts but have difficulty applying strategies to 
longer texts. 

 
 

ASSESS:  Overall Cycle #3 Assessment November 17, 2017 
- Based on the short amount of time, we need t to to 

continue our work in developing inferencing skills 
and gather more data to support out work. 

REFLECT:  1st Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 
 
After our meeting, we have established a shared vision 
and common needs. We have adjusted our IF/THEN 
statement to reflect the needs of our students. 
 
We will compile a task to be conducted across Grade 10 
classes to help us establish teacher moves that will be 
effective in helping out students be successful. 

 
REFLECT:  2nd Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 
- We need to continue our work in developing 

capacity around inferencing. 
 
 
 

REFLECT:  Overall Cycle #3 Reflection November 17, 
2017 

- In order to improve achievement, we will continue to 
focus on implementing comprehensive literacy practices, 
and gather baseline data, to build capacity around implicit 
and explicit information.  

 

1st CYCLE OF INQUIRY  
Starting November 20, 2017 

Complete this section with data from your 3rd Cycle of 
Inquiry  
If/Then Statement: Posted by December 1, 2017 
 
If we use comprehensive literacy approaches to guide 
instruction, and success criteria to anchor learning, 
students will be able to extract meaning from and write 

ACTIONS: 4th  Learning Team Meeting 
 

- Review previous tasks 
- Look at Practice OSSLTs and look for areas of 

need 
- Teachers look at specific needs as they relates to 

the Systems of Strategic Action 
- Identify supports that we can put in place to 

have students succeed on OSSLT 

ASSESS:  4th  Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 
- Areas of need in practice OSSLTs: 
                                    News Reports 
                                    Writing About Reading 
- After looking at exemplars and coding guides, many 

students are producing Code 20 work. 
 
 
 

REFLECT: 4th Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 
- Staff will look at various news reports with 

classes. 
- Staff will have students write a news report 

based on EQAO exemplars. 
- Staff will select a cross- section of their class 

product that will guide our direction. 
 
 

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/SEF2013.pdf


news reports at grade level, as measured by the EQAO 
coding guides. 
 

 
ACTIONS:  5th  Learning Team Meeting 

- Review the news reports completed in different 
classes. 

- Look at areas of need. 
- Devise success criteria to allow students to 

improve their work and use in other practice 
assessments. 

  
 

ACTIONS:  6th  Learning Team Meeting 
All students were asked to complete a News Report given a 
prompt taken from a previous OSSLT. Our learning team 
used the OSSLT scoring guide to anchor our assessment of 
the news reports written by our identified marker students 
and identify common strengths and next steps for our work. 
Collaboratively, teachers developed a shared understanding 
of the areas which students need support and developed 
common approaches for supporting students in these areas.  

 
 

 
 

ASSESS: 5th  Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 
-students can use inferencing to gain information from 
short passages; however they struggle to apply these 

strategies to more complex texts. 
-some students were able to use the strategies they 

established. 
-students were able to create their own questions about 

short passages but struggled to correctly make inferences 
about another passage that they had prior exposure to. 

 
ASSESS: 6th  Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 

Using the OSSLT scoring guide as an anchor, the following 
strengths and next steps were observed in student work. 

Course Marker Code  Strengths Next Steps 

ENG 
1P/1D 

LD Profile 30 • Related to the 
headline and photo 

• 5 Ws 
• Attempts at 

organization 
  

• Organization; 
• Paragraph writing; 
• Conventions 
• Use of quotation 

  Promise 30 • Related to the 
headline and photo 

• 5 Ws 

• No organization 
• Proper paragraph 

writing 
• Conventions of a 

News Report 

  Consistent 60 • 5 Ws 
• Directly related to 

photo and headline 
• Well-developed 

supporting detail 
• Good organization 
• Good knowledge of 

conventions 
(quotation, byline, 
etc.) 

  

NBE 3C LD Profile 40 - Related to the 
headline and photo 
- Clear and consistent 
focus 
- Some supporting 
details 
- Mechanical 
organization 

• Tone 
• Form 
• Supporting details 

need to be specific 

  Promise 40 • Quotes 
• Related to the 

headline and photo 
with a clear and 
consistent focus 

• Some supporting 
details 

• Mechanical 
Organization 

• Style 
• Details aren't 

specific 

  Consistent 50 • Logical order; 
• Related to the 

headline and photo 
with a clear and 
consistent focus 

• Good Organization; 

• Reminders of style 
(introduce 
someone, use their 
last name); 

• Comma 

REFLECT:  5th  Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 
-we need to take a step back. With a new semester for 

our secondary members, we will gather baseline 
information and shift our focus to the use of marker 

students in helping us find the most effective strategies. 
 

REFLECT:  6th  Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 
Teachers recognized the need to scaffold the approach, 
ensuring a gradual release of responsibility. To support the 
acquisition of these skills, the following intentional moves 
have been identified by teachers for implementation in their 
classrooms to support student learning. 
  
  

Course Intentional Moves 

NBE 3C • Use comprehensive strategies: Deconstruct 
newspaper articles to co-create SC and anchor 
charts, use graphic organizers to scaffold 
writing, provide feedback through one-on-one 
support, use the writing process. 

ENG 
1P/1D 

• Use the gradual release of responsibility: 
deconstruct texts, model and shared writing, 
implement use of graphic organizers. 

ENG 
1L/2L 

• Allow access to computer; deconstruct news 
reports to create criteria; use checklist of 
criteria to make sure components of news 
article are met. 

NBE 3U • Comprehensive approach: Read aloud an 
exemplar, Deconstruct and rebuild as a shared 
lesson; Model the writing of an article based 
on prompt using brain storm to start; 
Independent Piece using success criteria; 
support in guided setting as needed.  

 
 

REFLECT:  Overall Cycle #1 Reflection March 9, 2018 

By collaboratively digging into student work, and moderating 
marking, our learning team was able to address areas of 
need and ways in which we will address them. Teachers have 
identified the need for visible Learning Goals and Success 
Criteria, and as well as a  more comprehensive approach in 
their literacy instruction. In their classrooms, teachers will 
use pre- reading and writing activities coupled with explicit 
criteria to improve student achievement.  

 



• Good supporting 
details. 

NBE 3U LD Profile 10 - Related to the 
headline and picture 
- Identifies an event 

- Supporting details 
- Organization 

  Promise 50 • Quotation 
• Related to the 

headline and photo 
• Supporting details 
• Written as a news 

story 

• Use details to more 
effectively develop 
story 

  Consistent 50 • Quotation 
• Supporting details 
• Written as a news 

story 

• Use details and 
quotations to more 
effectively develop 

ENG 
1L/2L 

LD Profile 10 • Topic is related to 
prompt 

• Identifies an event 

• Organization; 
• Supporting details; 
• 5 Ws; 
• Generating ideas. 

  Promise 10 • Topic is related to 
the prompt 

• Generating ideas; 
• Structure; 
• Supporting details. 

  Consistent 20 • Topic is related to 
the prompt; 

• Some supporting 
details 

• Organization; 
• Form 
• Supporting Details 
• Tone 

  
Overall, students can generate ideas related to the provided 
prompt. However, they continue to need support in providing 
sufficient supporting evidence and organizing information in to 
a logical development of ideas.   

 
 

ASSESS:  Overall Cycle #1 Assessment March 9, 2018 

When interpreting texts, students are able to make inferences 
and extract basic information from simple texts. They are 
beginning to develop strategies that they can apply to more 
complex texts.  
  
Scaffolded instruction creates confidence in our learners which, 
in turn, leads to increased achievement. 
  
When creating texts, students are beginning to use Success 
Criteria to guide their work. 
  
We will continue to work on targeted strategies to close 
achievement gaps. 

 

2nd CYCLE OF INQUIRY  
Starting March 19, 2018 

Complete this section with data from your 1st Cycle of 
Inquiry  
If/Then Statement: Posted by March 30, 2018 

ACTIONS: 7th  Learning Team Meeting 
Students will write a News Report, without any pre-
teaching (new classes and semester),to determine 

their independent levels. This baseline will guide our 

ASSESS:  7th  Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 
-intermediate strategies using graphic organizers and 

interactive notebooks helped improve scores 

REFLECT: 7th Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 
The team decided to focus on “Opinion Pieces” as we 
have been working on “News Reports” through the 

first two cycles.  
 



If we use comprehensive literacy strategies to scaffold our 
literacy instruction, students will be able to interpret and 

create increasingly complex texts. 
 
 
 

instruction. Teacher strategies will be monitored to 
determine their impact.  

 
ACTIONS:  8th  Learning Team Meeting 

-focus on marker students 
-Intermediate: the use of Ropes as a strategy for 

working with Opinion pieces. 
-Secondary: work on pulling evidence from text for 

short answers. 
-use of a diagnostic>strategy>post-assessment model. 
  

 
 

 

-secondary: mixed reviews. Deconstructing news articles 
seem to help but the depth of the answers still wasn’t 
there. Students also struggled with sticking to facts. 

 
ASSESS: 8th  Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 

Level 3 / 4 Student of 
Promise 

Student with an LD 
Profile 

- Generates 
limited 
ideas 

- Often 
lacks basic 
paragraph 
structure 

- Difficulty 
supporting 
opinion 
with 
details 
from the 
text 

- Difficulty 
with style 

- Generates 
rich # of 
ideas 

- Use 
Success 
Criteria 

- Difficulty 
with style 

- Difficulty 
supporting 
opinion 
with 
details 
from the 
text 
 

- Struggles 
to 
generate 
even a few 
ideas 

- No 
paragraph 
structure 

- Difficulty 
with style 

- Frequent 
syntactic 
errors 

- Difficulty 
supporting 
opinion 
with 
details 
from the 
text 

 
After the R.O.P.E.S. strategy, and graphic organizers are 
implemented across subject areas, students will use the strategy 
to respond to texts and ideas.  
 

Level 3 / 4 
Student 

- Use details effectively wen guided 
through the organizer / structure; 

- Need more practice using strategy to 
generalize to all writing tasks. 

 
Student of 
Promise 

- Can use scaffolding to develop ideas 
further. 

REFLECT:  8th  Learning Team Meeting Follow-up 
 

Gains were made in some way for each of the focus 
students.  

The use of a prescribed strategy (ROPES) also helped in 
determining the impact of our instructional 

intervention. 
 
 
 
 
 

REFLECT:  Overall Cycle #2 Reflection June 15, 2018 

 
With every cycle, a more structured approach has been 

developed. Teachers feel more comfortable with the 
use of Focus students and the ability to track the 
success of our interventions has been improved. 

Overall participation was decent but a commitment 
from everyone to work with focus students and track 

progress needs to continue. 



- Need more practice using strategy to 
generalize to all writing tasks. 

Student 
with an LD 
Profile 

- Can extract evidence to support opinion 
from the text, with scaffolding.  

- Can use colour coding to identify 
success criteria in their answer and 
ensure that they have met all required 
criteria. 

- Difficulty linking all components 
together with style. 

 

 
 
 

ASSESS:  Overall Cycle #2 Assessment June 15, 2018 
 

There seem to be more success with the second task. The 
use of focus students helped with tracking impact. 

 

 

    


